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PART-A (20 Marks)

There are 5 parts. Answer any 4.

[20] Q1.

a. Level Fuzzy Sets



b. Concept-based Retrieval

c. Orthogonality property vs. basis vectors

d. Projection Matrix and its relationship to
�������

vector
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e. Negativedictionary (Stop list)

PART-B (55 Marks)

Answerall questions

[12] Q2. Assumethat in a documentcollection thereare a total of 5 documents.Let the
indexing vocabularyconsistof 3 index terms.

a) Assumingthat index terms ��� , ��� and ��� appear,respectively,in 3, 4 and 2 documents,
determinetheir idf weights. [3]

b) Let oneof the documentsbe representedby the vector �	��
����������� , wherethe elements
representthe term frequencies
������ . Let ����� weightsof ��� for � � � , be definedas

������� � ��!"�#���$�%�
��&'�$(*) ��+-,�. �0/2134�567 ) 1 7 /

Using resultsof a) and aboveinformation, determinerepresentationof d given by ���8!9���
weights. Neednot normalizethe ���:!9��� weights. [3]
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c) Assuming the d vector with ��������� weights stands for components of d along term vectors,�
	���
and that a query is given by � ���������������

, what is the RSV of d with respect to q? [1]

d) Assume that

�
	��
� ����� ��� �

���!� � ���#"
���$� ���#" �

determine RSV of document d to the same query. [3]
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e) Explain the reason for difference in the values of ���������
	�� in parts (c) and (d). [2]

[20] Q3. Answer all parts of this question, using the following retrieval outputs:

Method A

��  �  �

Method B

�� ��  �

a) Find recall and fallout values for Method B, after retrieving 4, 8 and 10 documents. Draw
the R/F graph. [6]
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b) What is the expectedrecall and the expectedfallout for Method B after retrieving 5
documents(readoff from the graph)? [2]

c) What is the expectedprecisionfor MethodB after retrieving5 documents.(You needto
usethe mappingthat gives P as a function of G, F, and R). [3]

d) Using thepropertythat ��������� is givenby theareaof R/F abovetheR/F curve,but below
the line representedby theequation	�
� , compute��������� (usegeometricalmethodto find
the areaof the polygon of the graphfrom part (a)). [3]
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e) Compare the performance of Methods A & B using PRR and intuitive (preferred) inter-
polation at recall levels of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. [6]
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Q4. [12] (a) For the following subset of rules from a rule-base, show the subtree and indicate
the degree to which bombing applies to the following 2 documents.

�����������
	��������������������� �����������! #"%$�&('*)�$+&-,�.
 �/��0�21��+� ���3�4�5�6�7�����*�����
�98:�9�;�<���6�+�0�������="�$+&?>*.

(i) Show the rule base tree

(ii)
�A@4�B"C�98:�9�;�C)D�0��!���������3�E.

(iii)
��FG�H"I�����4�J)K�0��!�L�������3�M.

[3] (b) Determine all combinations (minimal) of text expressions that have non-zero RSVs.
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[8] Q5. a) Contrast Fuzzy Set Retrieval Model to the approach of RUBRIC, by giving 3
differences (there may be more, you need to give only 3). [3]
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b) AssumingFuzzy Set retrieval modelwherethe definitions of operations and are as
below, showthat the commutativelaws hold (i.e., � ����� ����� ����� � ). [5]

	�
��� ����������� 	�
���	� ��� �"!#�
	�
%$& ����')(*��� 	�
���	�+�,�-���
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